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iFIT Mobile Devices
Market-leading mobile RFID tag readers, bringing enhanced
performance and the latest smart technology to asset tracking and
records logistics management

Benefits at a glance

scanning performance –
»»Unrivalled
achieves scanning speeds of 700 RFID
per second, and a scanning distance
of up to eight metres

scanning coverage –
»»Enhanced
improved directional reach for better

coverage and rapid asset identification

patient and clinical
»»Boosted
safety – quickly tracks damaged or
maintenance-ready equipment for
optimum patient care

connection and security –
»»Easy
detachable smartphone option

supports your preferred technology
(iOS or Android)

hardware – ruggedized
»»Robust
features provide drop resistance up to
a height of 1.5m

software supplier – backed by
»»Trusted
proven resource and innovation

We’re delighted to introduce our latest mobile device to the iFIT
hospital management suite. As a premium scanning solution, the
handheld devices boast better performance and better quality, in turn
delivering greater efficiencies for Trusts across the UK.
How do the mobile devices fit into the iFIT suite?
Investing in new technology and keeping pace with developments in the market
allows us to take our iFIT platform further in terms of capability, offering increased
performance and security for a market-leading solution.
Supporting your existing asset and records tracking by using the latest smart
technology, the new devices work as part of the iFIT platform, making it even easier
and faster to locate, manage and utilise vital hospital equipment and patient
records.

What’s new about the latest iFIT mobile devices?
iFIT’s new mobile devices offer better performance, coverage, range and location
accuracy – allowing scanning from over five metres away from equipment and
medical records. The ‘go-find’ devices feature a ‘cradle’ which accepts a mobile
phone, running either iOS or Android operating systems. The new handsets are also
ruggedized, which means they are more robust if dropped, and protected against
dust and water.
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Are the devices easy to implement and use?
We’ll work with you to implement your new scanners in line with your iFIT platform
implementation.
With an ergonomic and lightweight design and clear visibility, the devices offer
comfortable long-term working and connect easily with the host device. They also
feature excellent reading performance of 1D and 2D barcodes and RFID tagged assets
and records.

For customers on version 2.18, and above of the iFIT platform, you can easily get started
with your new devices. For those running earlier versions, please discuss upgrades with
your Account Manager.

Interested in finding out more?
We’re enabling NHS Trusts and Health Boards to meet their targets by significantly
reducing the cost of managing patient records, medical devices and hospital
equipment.
To find out more about our new mobile devices and how to get up and running
with yours, contact your Account Manager, visit health.idoxgroup.com, or email
idoxhealth@idoxgroup.com
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